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Abstract

In this paper� we propose a new method to estimate the orientations of a planar surface under

perspective projection� Texture variations are characterized by the ridges of continuous wavelet

transform� The ridges of a continuous wavelet transform mark the places in the spatial frequency

where the energy of an image is mostly concentrated� We demonstrate that the ridges contain

crucial information in determining the planar surface orientations� An algorithm to determine the

ridge points of a textured image is presented� The ridge points are organized into disjoint ridge

surfaces� We show that textural information giving the perception of surface orientations can be

characterized from a ridge surface of the textured image� The scale in the ridge surface is a parabolic

function of the tilt and slant angles� This provides a closed�form solution to determine the surface

orientations directly with information only from the restriction of the wavelet transform to the

ridge surface� We have used our algorithm on several textured real�world images in noise�free and

noisy environments� The resultant estimation of the tilt and slant angles is accurate up to a ��

average error even in low SNR environments�
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� Introduction

A� Shape From Texture

It has been pointed out that texture variations provide important cues in visual perception of

three dimensional structures from a monocular image� Gibson proposed the texture gradient as a

cue to derive surface orientations and subsequently veri�ed this through psychophysical studies� In

computer vision and image processing� this problem has received much attention and is called shape

from texture� even though it is the orientations of a planar surface instead of the shape of a curved

surface that is being computed� The reason may be that a curved surface can be approximately

recovered provided that the orientations of the planes tangent to the surface are estimated� The

orientations of a planar surface are the slant angle� which determines the degree of obliqueness of the

surface� and the tilt angle� which is the direction towards which the texture in the image plane recedes

most rapidly� A planar surface texture subjected to projective distortions causes texture compression

�called the foreshortening e�ect� in the tilt direction� and the degree of compression in that direction

is indicated by the slant angle� Fig� � gives an example of the impression of a surface plane with 	ower

patterns slanted in three
dimensional space� One observes the decreasing size of the 	ower patterns

towards the tilt direction� This corresponds to the increasing local spatial frequency towards that

direction�

Several di�culties in solving the shape from texture problem are encountered� such as that the

notation of the texture is not well
de�ned� and the surface orientations� although perceived clearly by

us� are not as clear
de�ned� Usually� four stages are involved in solving the problem� First� a texture

model is required� Secondly� a projection model which establishes the coordinate relationship between

the surface plane and the image plane is built� Third� texture features describing variations due to

projection model are extracted� Finally� a computational algorithm is proposed to estimate the surface

orientations from the variations of texture features� We propose� in this study� a closed
form solution

on the planar surface orientations subjected to perspective projection� Texture features are described

as variations of local spatial frequency� Our idea is simply as follows� We suppose that the energy of

a surface texture is concentrated at some frequency bands� When a surface texture is projected onto

the image plane� the appearance of the surface texture in the image plane is distorted� The distortion

causes the energy concentration in the resultant texture to change spatially in frequency as well� The

change of energy concentration in terms of spatial frequency is caused by projective e�ects� If we are





able to characterize the change of spatial frequency as a function of the slant angle and tilt angle� the

surface orientations can be determined�

We use the two
dimensional continuous wavelet transform with rotations �CWT�� in particular

the Morlet wavelet� to represent a textured image� thus ensuring that we have enough scale and

rotation resolutions to characterize the frequency variations� The result is a representation with four

parameters� two for spatial translations� one for rotation� and one for scale� It has been shown

that the representation is sensitive to rotation� and that it gives useful information about the local

frequency of an image� More precisely� when an image contains a component of the local frequency�

it is su�cient to study the neighborhood of a curve of the local modulus maxima �called the ridge

of the continuous wavelet transform� to characterize the frequency� The curve is located at the scale

inversely proportional to the magnitude of the frequency� and it is oriented towards the direction of

the frequency� We show� in this study� that the dominant spatial frequency variations that give the

perceived surface orientations form a continuous ridge surface� Also� the scale of the ridge surface is

a parabolic function� depending on both the tilt angle � and the slant angle �� After rotating the

parabola by exactly � degrees� the parabola becomes a canonical form� depending only on the slant

angle� The slant angle then can be estimated directly using some e�cient methods� It is worthing

noting that our algorithm estimates the tilt angle �rst� followed by the slant angle� Furthermore�

our algorithm has been tested and shown to be a robust estimator of surface orientations in noisy

environments with varying levels of white noise�

B� Related Works

In the literature� many algorithms have been successfully proposed��
���� In general� isotropic or

homogeneous textures are assumed� Much of the work describes texture features in terms of texture

elements� However� up to now� there have been no reliable approaches to detecting texture elements as

well as describing their attributes� Alternatively� algorithms based on space�frequency representation

of textured images are widely applied in describing texture distortions� These approaches do not

require computing of textural elements and their attributes� So far� the backprojection technique�

which �nds solutions that minimize some criteria from texture variations� has been adopted in many

algorithms to compute surface orientations� Usually� an exhausted search in the solution space is

required�

In the following� we will brie	y review some previous work about the shape from texture prob


lem� Witkin�� used maximum likelihood to estimate the orientations of isotropic textures under
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orthographic projection� Edge directions are used as texture features in his method� Aloimonos���

presented a backprojection method to determine the orientations of planar textured surfaces under

perspective models� Homogeneous textures were assumed� His method requires �nding the boundaries

of texels �edges�� Blostein and Ahuja��� identi�ed texture elements as blobs and recovered the orien


tations of planar textured surfaces under perspective projection based on exhaustively searching the

slant and tilt angles to �nd the best planar �t� Jau and Chin��� used the texture density map obtained

from the Wigner distribution to characterize the texture distortion under perspective projection� A

plane is then �tted to the texture density map to �nish the estimation� Blake and Lieberman���

proposed a moment
based approach to analyze textured surfaces of planar and curved types� Their

statistical estimation of surface orientations is based on an optimal backprojection method� where

the texels need to be identi�ed before estimation� Krumm and Shafer���� used the space�frequency

representation to characterize the distortions of planar textured surfaces� They related local spatial

frequencies between the projected texture and frontal texture by means of an a�ne transformation

matrix� An exhaustive search was performed to �nd the orientations by minimizing a cost function�

The main di�erence between theirs and other space�frequency representation methods was that they

characterized a single texture by using multiple frequency peaks� Garding��� speci�ed texture distor


tions by means of foreshortening e�ects and texture gradients and related these distortions directly to

surface orientations and curvature� Malik and Rosenholtz���� used the a�ne transformation matrix

to develop the relationship between local spectra� Their method was based on Garding�s di�erential

geometry� Super and Bovik���� used the Gabor transform of homogeneous textures� They related

the local spatial frequencies between the projected image and the surface texture� A backprojection

method� which minimizes the variance of the frequencies of a surface texture� is used to �nd the surface

orientations� The backprojection method was a type of coarse
to
�ne sampling of the slant
tilt space�

The rest of this paper is arranged as following� In Section � some background for the two


dimensional continuous wavelet transform is brie	y reviewed� In Section �� we give a modulation

model of textures and then derive algorithms about detecting ridge points and constructing ridge

surfaces� In Section �� we explain why the surface orientations is derivable from ridge surfaces� A

computational model is proposed� E�ective methods in computing the tilt and the slant angles are

provided in Section �� The Section � is intended to cast issue concerning robust estimation in the

framework of wavelet transform� We elaborate the implementation in Section �� Several experimental

results are reported� Finally� the conclusions are summarized in Section ��
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� The �D CWT and Local Frequency Analysis

This section reviews brie	y the two
dimensional continuous wavelet transform of images and gives the

description of the speci�c wavelet used in this paper������� To indicate notations� we use boldface

letters for vectors or matrices� and T denotes the transpose operation�

We call a complex
valued function ��x� � L��R�� a wavelet whose double integral is zero�

Z
R�

��x�dx � ��

Let the Fourier transform of an image f�x� � L��R�� be

�f�w� �

Z
R�

f�x�e�j�w
T x�dx�

and let �
�b� s� ��

�x� be obtained by the translation� scaling� and rotation of ��x��

�
�b� s� ��

�x� �
�

s�
��r��

x� b

s
��

where b � R�� s � �� and � � ��� �� are translation� scaling� and rotation parameters� respectively�

Also�

r� �

�
B� cos� �sin�

sin� cos�

�
CA

is the rotation matrix of the angle �� The two
dimensional continuous wavelet transform of f�x� is

de�ned simply as the convolution product with �
�b� s� ��

�x��

Wf�b� s� �� �
�

s�

Z
IR�

f�x���r��
x� b

s
�dx �

Z
IR�

�f�w� ���sr��w�e�j�w
Tb�dw�

where ��x� denotes the complex conjugate of ��x�� If the Fourier transform of the wavelet ��x� is

localized at the frequency k�� the wavelet transform coe�cient at �b� s� �� measures the frequency

content of f�b� at w � r�k�	s� In other words� there is a natural association of the the polar

coordinate �s��� �� and the frequency of �
�b� s� ��

�x� at b�

The following partial isometry allows us to interpret the squared
modulus of the continuous wavelet

transform as an energy density�

Z
IR�

jf�x�j� dx �
�

c�

Z
IR�

db

Z ��

�
d�

Z �

��

ds

s
jWf�b� s� ��j� � ���
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where c� is a non
zero constant� Its value is set to � for convenience� One can prove that the continuous

wavelet transform is invertible� This means that the image f�x� is recovered from its wavelet transform

by the formula

f�x� �
�

c�

Z
IR�

db

Z ��

�
d�

Z �

��

ds

s
Wf�b� s� ���

�b� s� ��
�x��

In implementation� the scale parameter s is taken to be a discrete value� in the form of

s � o�
v
n �

where o is the octave� v is the voice� and n is the number of voices per octave� In particular� we use

the D Morlet wavelet for the shape from texture problem� The D Morlet wavelet �also called the

Gabor function� is de�ned as

�
M
�x� � ejk�

Txe�jxj
���

and is equal to

��
M
�w� � e�jw�k�j

���

in the frequency domain� The Morlet wavelet is well adapted to our application since it optimizes

both spatial resolution and frequency resolution simultaneously� This property is extremely important

in characterizing the local spatial frequency� Strictly speaking� the function �
M
�x� is not a wavelet

because of the non
zero value of ��
M
���� However� when k� is chosen large enough� ��

M
��� is numerically

negligible� and �
M
�x� becomes admissible as a wavelet� Fig�  shows the squared
modulus of the

Morlet wavelet in polar coordinates �s��� ��� The modulus is a Gaussian function� The more voices

and rotations are used� the denser the wavelet covers the polar plane�

� Texture Description and Ridge Points

Although the notion of texture is not well
de�ned� we are still required to describe textures so that

textural information can be quanti�ed by a computational model� A texture model is usually proposed

which contains adequate parameters such that the required information can be estimated reliably� In

this study� we aim at measuring planar surface orientations from the spatial frequency variations of

a textured image� A class of textures feasible in practice and suitable for our needs is given in the

following������
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��� Texture Model

We start with a reasonable texture model as a superposition of several monochromatic sinusoids with

frequency f�kg and phase fpkg�

f�x� �
X

k�I�x�

Ak cos��
T
k x� pk�� ��

where I�x� is an index subset at x� cIf I�x� contains an element k� this implies the kth frequency

in f�kg and the kth phase in fpkg at f�x�� Such a model has been used successfully in many

applications��������� It should be noted that it is far from being unique to represent f�x� as a

superposition of several monochromatic sinusoids� The unique representation �Zf��x� can be obtained

by projecting f�x� orthogonally to Hardy space H��R�� �a collection of functions in L��R�� with non


negative frequency����� One can show thatW�Zf��b� s� �� �  Wf�b� s� ��� provided that the wavelet

��x� is also in Hardy space� This is the case of the Morlet wavelet� Another point to note that an

image always takes a non
negative value� but our model can be negative� Obviously� this is avoided

by adding a large enough positive value to f�x�� Since the wavelet transform of a constant is zero�

adding a constant does not a�ect the analysis of an image at all�

��� Ridge Points Extraction

We use the continuous wavelet transform to reliably extract the di�erent frequency components of the

modulation model� Let us take the wavelet transform of f�x��

Wf�b� s� �� �
X

k�I�b�

Ak
�

s�

Z
IR�

cos��T
k x� pk��M �r��

x� b

s
�dx

�
X

k�I�b�

Ak



Z
IR�

�
�w ��k�e
�jpk � 
�w ��k�e

jpk� ��M �sr��w�e�j�w
Tb�dw

�
X

k�I�b�

Ak


��M �sr���k�e

�j��T
k
b�pk��

Since ��M �w� is concentrated at the frequency k�� the k
th frequency component �k of f�x� will be

concentrated around r�kk�	sk� where �k is the angle between k� and �k� and s��
k is the magnitude

multiplier in order to scale jjk�jj to jj�kjj�

Equation ��� allows us to interpret the squared
modulus of CWT coe�cients as energy density �up

to a multiplication constant�� Thus� the texture density at �b� s� �� is the summation of the energy of
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each individual component plus Cross terms�

jWf�b� s� ��j� � �
X

k�I�b�

Ak


��M �sr���k�e

�j��T
k
b�pk���

X
l�I�b�

Al


��M �sr���l�e

j��T
l
b�pl��

�
X

k�I�b�

A�
k

�

��� ��M �sr���k�
���� � Cross terms�

where the Cross terms comes from interference between di�erent frequency components� We shall

make the terms� more precisely�

Cross terms �
X

k�l�I�b��k ��l

AlAk

�
��M �sr���l� ��M �sr���k� cos���l ��k�

Tb� pl � pk��

The Cross terms will not be completely absent provided that there are multiple frequency components

in an image� However� they will be small as long as the wavelet ���w� is well localized in frequency

and the di�erent frequency components are separated far enough such that

�l �k �� l �s �� ��M �sr���l� ��M �sr���k� � ��

In this case� the texture energy at �b� s� �� is approximately the summation of the energy of each

individual component�

jWf�b� s� ��j� �
X

k�I�b�

A�
k

�

��� ��M �sr���k�
���� � ���

Equation � indicates that the texture energy at b is concentrated around jI�b�j di�erent frequency

components� In polar coordinate �s��� �� � they are concentrated around � jj�kjj
jjk�jj

� �k� correspondingly�

In this paper� we use the following simple algorithm to e�ectively extract these points� We select

points which are the squared
modulus local maxima among � and s for any �xed b� Let N �x� contain

the neighborhood of the argument x� including x� then �b� s�� ��� is selected if

� N �s�� � N ���� jWf�b� s�� ���j
� � jWf�b�N �s���N �����j

� �

It is not hard to realize that the set of energy aggregation points �b� s � jjk�jj
jj�kjj

� �k� is kept by using

this simple process� One can then read o� from these points important local parameters about the

spatial frequency �k� It is worth noting that the energy aggregation points obtained by our algorithm

characterize exactly the local frequency of our texture model� Furthermore� it is a good approximation

for a more general texture model of the form

f�x� � A�x� cos���x��� ���

�



For a much more precise way of extracting the local frequency of the above model� we refer to an

extension of the so
called �ridge� method from signal to image������� The �ridge� method� based on

analysis of the phase of CWT� was developed by the �Marseilles group� for asymptotic signals �signals

whose amplitudes vary slowly compared with their phases�� In this method� ridge points are singled

out where they have stationary phase� However� extracting the local frequency from the phase is

relatively unreliable than compared to extracting it from the modulus in a noisy environment�������

Thus� we characterize the spatial frequency from the squared
modulus� It is not hard to realize that

for the speci�c texture model we use� the energy aggregation points found by our method are the same

as those found by the extension of the �ridge� method to an image� Without abusing the terminology�

we will call the energy aggregation points as ridge points hereafter� Also� it has been shown that if

the original image can be represented as in Equation �� then the image recovered from the restriction

of the wavelet transform on ridges is a good approximation of the original image�

��� Multi�Ridge Surface Extraction

It is not unusual in a textured image for neighboring image pixels to carry similar frequency infor


mation� To represent this similarity in frequency at neighboring pixels in an image� we shall connect

the ridge points nearby in a continuous wavelet transform� Ridge surfaces are� thus� constructed from

ridge points using the �continuity� criterion� Obviously� there are at most jI�b�j ridge surfaces which a

pixel b may belong to� given the modulation model in Equation � The detailed algorithm connecting

the ridge points is described as follows�

�� Unmark all the ridge points�

� Let �b� s� �� be an unmarked ridge point p and Si be a new ridge surface�

�� Assign the unmarked neighboring ridge points of p to Si and mark them� The neighboring ridge

points of p are all the ridge points that are neighbors to �b� s� �� in spatial frequency space� In

implementation� we adopt the common eight neighborhood for pixel b� The neighborhood of

scale s is one voice away from s� Similarly� the neighboring angle of � is simply 
� degrees away

from ��

�� Repeat the second step until there is no unmarked ridge point�
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Based on this process� the frequency information of a textured image forms disjoint ridge surfaces

in the continuous wavelet transform� Loosely speaking� the corresponding image patches of these

ridge surfaces form the parts of the image that have �coherent� frequency structures� Although ridge

surfaces are disjoint� these image patches are not necessarily disjoint� Fig� ��a� shows a picture of

a scene� One observes the slanting building from the decreasing window size� Fig� ��b� is the scale

map where the maximal modulus occurs at each pixel b �called single ridge�� Figs� ��c�
�f� show

the maps of scale of multiple ridge surfaces� Fig� ��c� shows the ridge surface corresponding to the

slanting building� where the ridge surface tilts horizontally� Fig� ��d� shows the ridge surface of

vertical structures of the building� Figs� ��e� and �f� correspond to the road and the cars in front of

the building�

For the estimation of surface orientations which will be discussed later� we derive the shape of

a ridge surface in order to use it in the shape from texture problem� Furthermore� we keep only

those ridge surfaces which contain a sizable number of ridge points� This corresponds to retaining

the important image patches with information related to surface orientations� Image patches with

small amounts of pixels usually come from local structures of texture and� therefore� are deleted� In

particular� this is indispensable for robust estimation in noisy environments where the appearance of

noise tends to create dotted ridge points randomly spread in spatial frequency space�

� Planar Texture Projection and Orientations

Our goal is to determine the orientations of a planar textured surface using information about spatial

frequency from a monocular image� First� we will establish the coordinate relationship between the

surface plane and the image plane� After that� the correspondence between spatial frequency in a

surface texture with that in the projected image will be established� Finally� the structure of spatial

frequency variations relating to surface orientations will be derived�

��� The Viewing Geometry

We choose coordinate systems that have been adopted in ����������� Let the coordinate systems of the

world �xw� yw� zw�� of the surface plane �xs� ys� zs�� and of the image plane �xi� yi� zi� be depicted in

Fig� �� Furthermore� let the optical axis point to �zw� and the image plane be centered at zw � f � ��

Also� the coordinates system of the image plane is set parallel to that of the world� Let z� be the
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intersection of the optical axis with the surface plane� To de�ne the coordinate system on the surface

plane� we use the conventions by setting xs pointing to the perceived tilt direction� zs pointing toward

the image plane� and ys pointing in the direction such that �xs� ys� zs� forms a right
handed coordinate

system� The slant angle � is de�ned as the angle between zs and zi� which takes non
negative values

between �� and ���� Furthermore� the angle between the xi axis and the projection of the surface

normal� i�e� zs� into the image plane is de�ned as the tilt angle � which takes values between �����

and ����� The slant
tilt combination represents the orientations of a planar surface�

The relationship between the coordinate systems of a surface plane and the image plane under the

perspective projection model is given by�
�� xs

ys

	

� �

zw
f

�
�� sec � �

� �

	

�
�
�� cos � sin �

� sin � cos �

	

�
�
�� xi

yi

	

� � ���

where
zw
f

�
z�

tan ��xi cos � � yi sin �� � f
� ���

Consider the following inversion of Equation ���
�� xi

yi

	

� �

f

zw

�
�� cos � � sin �

sin � cos �

	

�
�
�� cos � �

� �

	

�
�
�� xs

ys

	

� � ���

The foreshortening e�ect is shown in the middle matrix at the right of the Equation �� where pattern

compression is perceived by a factor of cos � in the tilt direction� i�e� along the xs axis� and not at all

along the ys axis� In the case of � � �� Equation � becomes

�
�� xs

ys

	

� �

z�
f

�
���

sec �

��
xi tan �

f

xi

�

��
yi tan �

f

yi

	


� ���

In order that the coordinates of xi map to the same quadrant of xs� both
yi tan �

f and xi tan �
f must be

small than ��

��� Projection of Spatial Frequency

The spatial frequency of surface textures when viewed from the projected image will be subjected

to certain distortions according to the projective e�ects� We assume that the tilt angle � has been

��



derived for the moment� and that the focal length f has been given� Let r� denote the rotation matrix�
�� cos � � sin �

sin � cos �

	

� �

Let xi � �xi yi�
T � and xs � �xs ys�

T be coordinates of the image plane and of surface plane� respec


tively� We denote x � �xi cos � � yi sin � xi sin � � yi cos � �
T � the new image plane coordinate obtained

by applying the rotation matrix r� to xi� After substituting Equation � into texture model given in

Equation � we obtain the projected texture in image plane�

g�x� �
X

k�I�x�

Ak cos��
T
k

zw
f
s�x� pk�� ���

where s� denotes the matrix

�
�� sec � �

� �

	

� � Let the frequency vector �k � �uk vk�� we have

g�x� �
X

k�I�x�

Ak cos�
zw
f
�ukx sec �� yvk� � pk�

�
X

k�I�x�

Ak cos��k�x��

�
X

k�I�x�

Ak cos�r�k�x�
Tx�� ����

The perspective projection incurs a non
linear oscillation cos��k�x�� in the image� In Equation ��� the

local spatial frequency is approximated by taking the gradient of the phase �k�x�� After substituting

zw
f from Equation �� we have the relationship of the local spatial frequency in the image plane with

the slant angle�

�
�k�x�

x

�k�x�

y


�

�
z��ukf sec �� vky tan ��

�x tan �� f��
z�vk

x tan �� f


� ����

Note that the change of the spatial frequency under perspective projection is applied equally to each

frequency component of the image f�x��

��� Perception of Surface Orientations

The perception of dominant frequency variations in the projected image gives the tilt direction toward

which the surface texture is slanting� Although this direction is obvious in our visual system� to charac


terize it in a computational way is not very transparent especially in complex textures� where dominant
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frequency variations may be the consequence of combining varying surface properties� However� if the

perceived surface orientations of a texture come from a sense of strong and smooth variations of the

spatial frequency� then this information about spatial frequency variations can certainly be determined

from ridge surfaces� Since there are many structural �coherent� components in a surface texture� it is

obvious that certain ridge surfaces are irrevalent to the surface orientations� Fig� ��a� shows a complex

texture constructed by adding a slanted sinusoid to a frontal straw cloth� The slanted
sinusoid gives

the perceived surface orientations� For simplicity� only two ridge surfaces are shown in Fig� ��b��

Surface orientations can be estimated from the top ridge surface �with larger scale values� while the

bottom ridge surface containing detailed local structures of straw cloth is not considered as part of

the estimation task�

Suppose that the surface orientations are derivable from the ridge surface S� and gS�x� is the

image reconstructed by restricting the wavelet transform to S� It is worth mentioning that gS�x� may

be very di�erent from our textured image since there are surface properties in a textured image that

are not captured by the ridge points in S� To recapitulate what we have derived at Equations �� and

��� gS�x� is approximated by

gS�x� � AS�x� cos�r�S�x�
Tx�� ���

where �
�S�x�

x

�S�x�

y


�

�
z��uS�x�f sec �� vS�x�y tan ��

�x tan �� f��
z�vS�x�

x tan �� f


� ����

The vector �	
S�x�	x
	
S�x�
	y �T is the frequency giving the impression of the receding textured image

under perspective projection� The frequency vector �uS�x� vS�x��
T may be originated from a single

texture component� e�g� monocomponent sinusoid� or from a more complex textural components e�g�

	ower in Fig� �� Mentioned in the previous section� the x axis in coordinate system x � �x y�T points

towards the tilt direction� that is� x � xi cos � � yi sin � � Hence� 	
S�x�
	x is the frequency component in

the tilt direction� while 	
S�y�
	y is the frequency component perpendicular to the tile direction�

Since our perception is in the tilt direction� this means that a large number of image pixels in

gS�x� satisfy jjuS�x�jj � jjvS�x�jj� In other words� a majority of points in gS�x� contains the part

of the spatial frequency which varies mainly towards the tilt direction� Most of all� this argument is

consistent with our perceptual experience that the spatial frequency is receding away the most along

the tilt direction� For simplicity in computation� we further assume that jjuS�x�jj �� jjvS�x�jj � �

and that uS � uS�x� and vS � vS�x� for all x in the domain of gS�x�� In this case� Equation �� is

��



reduced to a simpler form�

�
�S�x�

x

�S�x�

y


�

�
z��uSf sec �� vSy tan ��

�x tan �� f��
�



�

�
�
z�
f
�
uS sec �� vS

y tan �
f

�� � x tan �
f ��

�

�
� ����

Based on Equation �� where y tan �
f � �� and x tan �

f � �� we have uS sec � �� vS
y tan �

f � and Equation

�� will become

�
�S�x�

x

�S�x�

y


�

�
�
z�
f
�

uS sec �

�� � x tan �
f ��

�

�
� ����

The observed spatial frequency variation is irrelevant to y� the direction perpendicular to the tilt� If

we choose k� at �k� � jjk�jj� �� with respect to coordinate system xi� then the corresponding ridge

points �x� s�x�� ��x�� to Equation � form a continuous ridge curve with values given respectively by

s�x� �
fk��� �

x tan �
f ��

z�uS sec �
� ����

��x� � ��

It is readily clear that the scale s�x� is a parabolic function of x� Fig� ��a� shows a picture of a

sinusoid slanted horizontally� The scale map of the ridge surface of the picture is shown in Fig� ��b��

Fig� ��c� shows the �D pro�le of the scale map of the ridge surface� The ridge surface is a parabola�

The �D cross section of the scale map of the ridge surface is shown at Fig� ��d�� For orthographic

projection� where the focal length f is in�nite� the spatial frequency along tilt direction is uS sec ��

irrelevant to the location x� For perspective projection� where the focal length f is �nite� the spatial

frequency along the tilt direction is described as � z�f �
uS sec �

���x tan �
f

��
� inversely proportional to the scale of

the ridges� In the case of � � �� this term becomes � z�f �uS � So� the terms of 	
S�x�
	x have individual

meaning� uS is the spatial frequency induced by the surface orientations along the tilt direction� sec �

is the result of slanting the surface plane� and z�
f and �

���
xi
f

tan ���
come from perspective projection�

Once the tilt is obtained� the slant angle � can be determined from the scale of ridge curves using

Equation ��� This gives us important information in developing an algorithm for estimating the slant

and the tilt angles�

��



� Estimation of Surface Orientations

We have shown that the scale of the ridge surface compatible with the perceiving surface orientations

is a parabolic surface� The description of this surface can be further simpli�ed once the tilt direction

is obtained� The slant angle can� therefore� be computed in a convenient way� First of all� however�

we need to determine the tilt angle � �

��� Computing the tilt angle

Assume that the ridge surface S gives the perception of surface orientations� Although the rotation �

of the ridge points �b� s� �� on the ridge surface S is the tilt angle ��see Equation ���� it is impossible

to obtain this value precisely from the rotation in the ridge points� In implementation� the number

of rotations used in computing the continuous wavelet transform is always limited precision by a

quantization 
�� As a consequence� we can not expect that there will be enough number of rotations

available for determining the tilt angle to any precision� However� we know earlier that the scale of

ridge surface S is a parabola� depending on the value of the tilt � � slant �� and coordinates xi and yi�

The parabola is a canonical form provided that we represent it using the new coordinate system x�

obtained by rotating xi exactly � degrees� We denote the ridge points ��xi� yi�
T � si� �� on S� To estimate

the tile angle� we approximate the scale on the ridge surface S by using the quadratic function of xi

and yi�

P �xi� yi� � a�x
�
i � a�xiyi � a�y

�
i � a	xi � a
yi � a��

The coe�cients a�� � � � � a� are obtained by using the least square �tting method� which minimizes the

mean
squared error of si with P �xi� yi� �see Equation �� below�� We know that the above formula

can be expressed in the canonical form�

P
�

�x� y� �  a�x
� �  a	x�  a��

where the mixed
product term is eliminated by a rotation of � degrees of the coordinate system� The

new formula P
�

�x� y� is independent of the axis y� which is pointing in the direction perpendicular to

that of the tilt� We thus obtain the tilt angle by a proper change of the coordinate system� It is a

simple matter to obtain the tilt angle of S from the following formula�

� � tan�� a

a	
�

��



Thus far we have given no explanation how the ridge surface S is selected� The likelihood of a

testing ridge surface T as a candidate surface is obtained by computing the mean
squared error E

between the scale si at �xi� yi� on the test surface T and the least squared �tting result PT �xi� yi��

E �
�

jT j

jT jX
i��

�PT �xi� yi�� si�
�� ����

where jT j is the size of the domain of ridge T � A set of candidate ridge surfaces is chosen after

comparing the resultant mean
squared error E against a given threshold �� Since the perception of the

surface orientations appears as a global phenomenon� the ridge surface S selected from candidate set

is thus the one which covers the largest number of image pixels�

��� Computing the slant angle

After the tilt angle is estimated� the slant angle can be calculated by means of the following methods�

First of all� we rotate exactly � degree and obtain the coordinate system with respect to x � �x y�T �

The ridge surface S is composed of many parabolic ridge curves along x� Thus� we can treat each

ridge curve separately in the slant angle estimation� The �nal result is obtained by averaging the slant

angles found from each ridge curve separately� We present two methods below for the computation of

the slant angle from a ridge curve�

��	�
 Computation of slant angle by voting method

From Equation ��� the scales s��x�� y��
T � and s��x�� y��

T � of any two points in a ridge curve is given

by

s��x�� y��
T �

s��x�� y��T �
�

�� � x�
f tan ���

�� � x�
f tan ���

� C��

Solving the above equation for �� we have the slant angle�

� � tan���
f��� C�

Cx� � x�
�� ����

where C �

r
s��x��y�T �
s��x��y�T �

� Although� the slant angle can be computed from any two points by using

the above equation� for consideration of robust estimation� it is better to obtain the angle by using

a voting procedure� We cast a vote to the slant angle obtained from Equation �� for each pair of

points on the same ridge curve� Usually� the slant angle � is determined from the ballot for which the

maximal number of votes is cast�

��



��	�	 Computation of slant angle by curve �tting

An alternative way of estimating the slant angle � is to use the curve �tting method� We have shown

in Equation �� that the scale of the ridge curve is a parabolic function�

s�x� �
fk��� �

x tan �
f ��

z�uS sec �
�

It can be approximated by using the formula ��x
� � ��x

� � ��� Equating the coe�cients of the

above two equations� the slant angle is related to the three coe�cients ��� ��� and ��� After simple

calculation� the slant angle � is derived by

� � tan���
f ��
��

��

Remark� The ridge curve is concave� In practice� to prevent �� from changing sign during curve

�tting� and therefore the ridge curve becomes convex� we do not use �� in computing the slant angle�

However� to optimize the curve �tting� the Lagrange multiplier� with the constraint �� � � is used�

� Robust Estimation with Additive White Noise

We exploited the robust processing of textural information by �rst step analysis of the energy dis


tribution of white noise in the wavelet transform� Let  n�x� be a wide
sense stationary� white noise

random �eld with variance �� and let g�x� be the projected image given in Equation ��� The noisy

image  h�x� is given by

 h�x� � g�x� �  n�x��

The wavelet transform of  n�x� is W n�b� s� �� � �
s�
R
IR�  n�x���r��

x�b
s �dx� We denote by E�X� the

expected value of the random variable X� It is not hard to see that the decay of E�jW n�b� s� ��j�� is

proportional to �	s�� Indeed�

jW n�b� s� ��j� �
�

s	

Z
IR�

Z
IR�

 n�u� n�v���r��
u� b

s
���r��

v� b

s
�dudv�

Since  n�x� is a white noise� E� n�u� n�v�� is ��
�u � v�� Hence�

E�jW n�b� s� ��j�� �
�

s	

Z ��

�

Z
IR�

Z
IR�

E� n�u� n�v����r��
u� b

s
���r��

v � b

s
�dudvd�

�
��

s�
jj��x�jj��

��



This indicates that the average energy of white noise  n�x� decays with the increase of the scale s� The

energy of white noise is mostly in �ne scale� However� the scales where the energy is concentrated

around in determining surface orientations is a parabolic strip bending towards smaller scale as the

values of x is increasing� Thus� the e�ect of white noise occurs mostly for larger x� As a consequence

of the uneven distribution of the noise component in the wavelet transform� the ridge surface S is

distorted unevenly along x as well� In addition� the ridge points at a �ner scale are usually caused

by local surface patterns� are relatively unimportant for estimation of surface orientations� We shall

avoid using the smaller scales in the ridge surface S in order to have a reliable estimation�

� Detailed Implementation and Experimental Results

We will outline the detailed implementation of the algorithm for robust estimation of surface orien


tations from a monocular textured image� In addition� we will discuss issues in the selection of free

parameters in our algorithm� Experiments have been conducted in noisy environments where white

noise with varying variance was added to a textured image� The summary of our algorithm is listed

as follows�

Algorithm

� Compute the continuous wavelet transform of a textured image�

� Detect ridge points at each �xed b by selecting the scale and the angle where the squared


modulus at the points is a local maximum� Neighboring ridge points are connected as ridge

surfaces�

� The ridge surface S covering the largest number of image pixels is chosen for computing surface

orientations�

� Estimate the tilt angle � by �tting the scale of S by using a parabola�

� Rotate S exactly � degrees to a new coordinate system� and estimate the slant angle � using

either the voting or the curve �tting method�

Since perception of three
dimensional structures from texture variations occurs as a global phe


nomenon in an image� we expect that the spatial frequency variations used to perceive the surface

��



orientations will be a dominant e�ect in many places� As such� the ridge surface which covers the

largest number of image pixels is selected in our algorithm� Also� discussed earlier the �ne scale ridge

points are usually local surface patterns� which have relatively unimportant and unreliable information

about the surface orientations� Hence� in implementation� we usually restrict the ridge surface S to

the middle part of the image in computing the tilt and slant angles�

Experiments

Two sets of textured images were used to demonstrate our method� The �rst set of images shown in

sub�gures � of Figs� ��a�
�i� was Super and Bovik�s images����� The second set was Brodatz�s natural

images����� shown in sub�gures � of Figs� ��j�
�p�� All the images were ��	 �� pixels with �� gray

levels� The Morlet wavelet with k� � ��� was used� In our experiments� we used four octaves� eight

voices� and eight rotations to perform the wavelet transform� A ridge surface containing the largest

number of image pixels was selected using multi
ridge detection� Sub�gures  of Figs� ��a�
�p� show

the selected ridge surfaces� The darker the gray level at a position were� the smaller the scale at the

position would be� And� the black pixels indicate the places outside the domain of the ridge surface�

Each sub�gure  is framed by a white window� denoting that the surface orientations were estimated

by restricting the ridge surface to the enclosed region� Tables � and  show the estimated results of

the tilt and the slant angles from Super and Bovik�s images� The average error of the tilt angle as

measured by our method was ������ and the average errors of our slant angle using the voting and

curve �tting were ��� and ����� respectively� On the other hand� the average errors of tilt and slant

angles obtained by Super and Bovik�s method were ����� and ����� respectively� In addition� Table �

shows the estimated results of the tilt and the slant angles from Brodatz�s images� The average errors

of our tilt angle were ����� and those of our slant angle using voting and curve �tting were �����

and ����� respectively� It is found that the estimated errors using our method for both Super and

Bovik�s images and Brodatz�s images are all within ��� Compared with Super and Bovik�s method�

our method is better in the tilt angle and slightly better in the slant angle�

Furthermore� to demonstrate the robustness of our method� four images� Venetian blind� Aluminum

wall
�� D�� and D�� were added with white noise with SNR ranging from � db to �� db� We used

only one realization of white noise in conducting the experiments� Sub�gures � of Figs� ��a�
�d� show

the noisy images Venetian blind with SNR �� ��� �� and �� db� Their detected ridges are shown in

sub�gures � respectively� It is empirically observed that the fours ridges were clearly detected� and

that the number of ridge points decreased as SNR decreased� Besides� Figs� ��e�� and �f�� show the

��



noisy D� with SNR � db and the noisy D� with SNR �� db� These are the noisy levels of D� and

D� that successful estimations were achieved� Their detected ridges are shown in Figs� ��e� and

�f�� respectively� All the estimated surface orientations of noisy images are shown in Table �� One

observes that the estimated results were almost the same as those of the noise
free images except for

D� with �� db and D� for � db and �� db� where our method failed�

� Conclusions

We have proposed a new method for estimating the orientations of a planar surface under the perspec


tive projection model� Texture variations are e�ectively characterized by means of the ridge of the

continuous wavelet transform� Unlike much previous work� we use the structural variations of local

spatial frequency for estimating the surface orientations� Even though a textured image has more

than a single dominant frequency component� the proposed multiple ridge detection algorithm is able

to choose the ridge surface that describe the surface orientations� We have derived a closed
form for


mulas for tilt and slant angles such that estimations can be achieved directly� The e�ectiveness of our

method has been demonstrated by empirical results on real
world images� Furthermore� the presented

method is highly white noise tolerant even when the SNR of noisy images is as low as � db or �� db�

Some natural textures� especially those which can not be accurately described from the ridge surface�

will fail in detection using our method� Examples have been found such as the disordered textures in

Brodatz�s album�
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Figure �� Image of 	ower patterns�

�a� �b�

Figure � The squared
modulus of the Morlet wavelet in the polar plane �s��� ��� the lowest frequency

is at the center� the orientation is �� at the bottom and increases in the clock
direction� �a� The

parameters of CWT are � octaves� � voice�octave� and � rotations� �b� The parameters of CWT are

� octaves� � voices�octave� and � rotations�
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�a� �b� �c�

�d� �e� �f�

Figure �� A scene and their ridges� �a� The scene� �b� Single ridge� �c� The ridge surface correspond


ing to the dominate variations of the slanting building� �d� The ridge surface corresponding to the

vertical variations of the building� �e��f� The ridge surfaces corresponding to the road� cars� and other

structures in front of the building�
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Figure �� The coordinate relationship between the image plane and the surface plane�
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Figure �� A hybrid image and its ridges� �a� The hybrid image of a slant cosine and a frontal straw

cloth� �b� The two detected ridges� where only the top ridge is useful for surface orientations�
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Figure �� Slanted cosine image and �
D� 
D� and �
D plots of its ridge� �a� The slanted image� �b�


D scale map of the ridge� �c� �
D scale map of the ridge� �d� �
D scale map of the ridge�
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�a�� Brick wall �a� �b�� Grillwork
� �b�

�c�� Grillwork
 �c� �d�� Steps
� �d�

�e�� Steps
 �e� �f�� Venetian blind �f�

�g�� Ventilator �g� �h�� Aluminum wall
� �h�

�



�i�� Aluminum wall
 �i� �j�� D� �j�

�k�� D� �k� �l�� D�� �l�

�m�� D�� �m� �n�� D� �n�

�o�� D�� �o� �p�� D�� �p�

Figure �� Experiemtal images� �a��
�i�� are Super and Bovik�s images� �a�
�i� are the ridges of

�a��
�i��� �j��
�p�� are Brodatz�s images� �j�
�p� are the ridges of �j��
�p���
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�a�� �a� �b�� �b�

�c�� �c� �d�� �d�

�e�� �e� �f�� �f�

Figure �� Noisy images and their ridges� Noisy Venetian blind with SNR �� ��� �� and �� db are

shown in �a��� �b��� �c��� and �d��� their detected ridges are shown in �a�� �b�� �c�� and �d��

respectively� �e�� D� with SNR � db� �e� Ridge of �e��� �f�� D� with SNR �� db� �f� Ridge of

�f���
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Table �� Tilt results of our method in the set of Super and Bovik�s images�

Image True tilt � �m j �m � � j �SB j �SB � � j

Brick wall � 
���� ���� ��� ���

Grillwork
� 
���� 
����� ���� 
���� ���

Grillwork
 ��� 
���� ���� 
���� ����

Steps
� �� ����� ���� ���� ����

Steps
 �� ���� ��� ����� ����

Venetian blind �� ���� ��� ���� ���

Ventilator �� ���� ���� ��� ���

Aluminum wall
� ��� 
������ ���� ����� ���

Aluminum wall
 ��� ������ ���� ����� ����

�m� tilt angle of our method

�SB� tilt angle of Super and Bovik�s method

Table � Slant results of our method in the set of Super and Bovik�s images�

Image True slant � �v �c j �v � � j j �c � � j �SB j �SB � � j

Brick wall �� ����� ����� ��� ���� ��� ��

Grillwork
� �� ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���

Grillwork
 �� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���

Steps
� �� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ��

Steps
 �� ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� ���

Venetian blind �� ����� ����� ���� ���� ��� ���

Ventilator � ����� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

Aluminum wall
� � ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� ���

Aluminum wall
 �� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���

�v� slant angle of our voting method

�c� slant angle of our curve �tting method

�SB � slant angle of Super and Bovik�s method

�



Table �� Estimated surface orientations by our method in the set of Brodatz�s images�

Image True� �m j �m � � j True� �v �c j �v � � j j �c � � j

D� ��� ������ ���� �� ����� ����� ���� ����

D� 
�� 
����� ���� �� ����� ����� ��� ����

D�� �� ����� ���� �� ����� ����� ��� ����

D�� �� ����� ���� �� ����� ��� ���� ��

D� �� ����� ���� �� ���� ����� ���� ���

D�� ��� ����� ��� �� ���� ����� ���� ���

D�� 
��� 
������ ���� � ���� ���� ���� ����

�m� tilt angle of our method

�v� slant angle of our voting method

�c� slant angle of our curve �tting method

Table �� Estimated surface orientationstilt�slant of voting� slant of curve �tting� by our

method for true tilt�true slant� of noisy images�

db
Venetian blind Aluminum wall
� D� D�

��	�� ���	� ���	�� ��	��


 ���������������� 
����������������� 
���������������� ����������������

� ��������������� 
���������������� 
��������������� ����������������

�� ���������������� 
����������������� 
���������������� ����������������

� ��������������� 
����������������� 
�������������� X

�� �������������� 
������� ��������� 
��������������� X

��


